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In the Wake of the Raftsmen
A Survey of Early Settlement in the Maroochy District
up to the Passing of the Crown Lands Alienation Act, 1868.
by
E. G. HEAP, B.A.
[Part III]
In Queensland Heritage, Volume 1, nos. 3 - 4, we printed the first six
chapters of Mr Heap's work. The present issue incorporates the final chapters.
VII. ABORIGINES OF THE MAROOCHY DISTRICT
The early settlers in the Maroochy District were not long in the
area before they came into contact with its native inhabitants, the
Kabi, whose territory embraced the country drained by the Burrum,
Mary, Maroochy, and Mooloolah Rivers and :;jJso Fraser and
Bribie Islands.
As the Aborigines are said to have brought the dingo with t~em
when they migrated to Australia, it is probable that in the socIety
they left they were at the cultural level known as the Mesolithic or
Middle Stone Age; for it was at that stage that hunters used dogs to
assist them in their chase. The Aborigines, from some points of
view, made an unwise move in migrating to Australia from Sou~h­
East Asia, as in this country there were no seed plants producmg
cereals of a standard equal to those of some of the lands they left
behind, and no animals suitable as beasts of burden to enable them
to begin the slow process of conquering their environment. Accord-
ingly, when the first settlers moved into the Maroochy District, they
came into contact for the first time with a Stone Age people.
As is well known, Dampierl described the Australian Aborigines
as "the miserablest people in the world;" and it is true that too
much reliance has been placed on his opinion. Other early writers,
on the other hand, have commented favourably on the physique
and general bearing of Australia's indigenous population. Meston2
collected opinions from no fewer than two dozen of these early
observers, commencing with Elizabeth Macarthur, who wrote in
1825, and all of them bore witness to the high physical standards
of the Aborigines.
Watson,3 who saw his first Kabi Aborigine in 1~76, described
him as having a "mien ... of innate dignity". Thorne.4 writing of
his experiences in the Maroochy and Noosa districts during the
1860s, spoke of the Kabi as
a fine race of men . . . Their strength is very considerable,
although, perhaps, they have not the endurance of white men.
We have seen a blackfellow carry a 200 lbs bag of flour on his
head a distance of two miles, only resting once on the way.
The typical Nineteenth Century Aborigine of the Kabi tribe has
also been described5 as "fairly truthful and fairly honest" and
"usually trustworthy . . . so long as too great a strain" was not
imposed on him; a description that surely would also be applicable
to many a white resident of Queensland at the time. He was also
said to be subject to violent bursts of passion and capable of acts
of extreme cruelty. In the case of our own race we do not have to
go back to the Stone Age to find examples of such behaviour,
witness the acts of terrible cruelty performed by Queen Boadicea
during her revolt against the Romans. Boadicea, a British heroine,
was much admired during the period under survey, especially by
those who had read, or heard, Cowper's poem.
The Aborigines, including the Kabi, practised infanticide; but so
did the Romans during an early stage of their development. The
only unsavoury custom which was practised by the Aborigines but
which has not found favour with Europeans was cannibalism; and
even here examples can be found in European history under con-
ditions of extreme privation. The Kabi Aborigines appeared to
forsake their cannabilistic practices soon after contact with white
settlers; but the custom was still practised in secret. an instance
having taken place at Maroochy as late as 1873.6
Lack of cleanliness and personal hygiene was another fault laid
at the door of the Nineteenth Century Aborigine; but it was when
the advance of settlement destroyed or drove away his natural food
and forced him to become a mendicant that the Aborigine allowed
self-neglect to become apparent.
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Most of the early settlers in Queensland, like the immigrants to
the other British colonies of the day, failed to recogrize the rights
of the natives, or to make allowances for cultural difference
between these Stone Age people and themselves. In general the
Maroochy cattlemen could be divided into two classes as far as
their treatment of the Aborigines was concerned. There were, first,
those who hoped to have a permanent stake in the country, who
were prepared to grant some recognition to the Aborigines as the
original owners of the land, and who appreciated the advantages of
preserving friendly relationships with the various Kabi tribal groups
that roamed the country. Outstanding in this regard were the
Skyrings, who were on friendly terms with the Aborigines from
Brisbane to the Mary River. Zacharias Skyring's selection near
Mooloo, which he called "Mumbeanna", was named after
Mumbeah, a noted Aborigine of the local tribal group, with whom
he became so friendly that his son was adopted by Mumbeah as his
tribal son.
On the other hand there were some cattlemen in the Maroochy
District who were interested only in quick returns from their leases.
There were men also who had battled against hostile Aborigines in
other parts of the Colony, and such people as these would not be
likely to show much forbearance towards members of the Kabi
Tribe who sampled beef from cattle which their owners had brought
into the district at such cost. The cattlemen could not easily forget
the difficulty involved in bringing their stock along the tortuous
mountain tracks from Brisbane to the Mary Valley, and then down
through the thick Tuchekoi scrubs to the North Maroochy cattle
runs. These cattlemen allowed a few Aborigines to remain near the
homestead and to work for them in exchange for little more than
food and grog, while the rest were chased away. Members of the
Kabi tribe were said to have run off in great terror when they first
heard a bull roar; but they soon became inured to the sound, especi-
ally when they realised the gustative possibilities of the "big dogs
with trees in their heads". They could never appreciate why the
cattlemen should object to their spearing a beast when hunger
dictated this course of action, especially as the cattle were roaming
on their tribal territories. The natives usually relied on their superior
bushcraft, and remained on the outlying parts of the runs, spearing
cattle sometimes for food, and sometimes out of a desire for mere
revenge. The superior weapons of the cattlemen, of course, ensured
for them the upper hand. On Yandina a hut seems to have been
erected about a quarter of a mile from a bora ring which stood in
the centre of an ancient tribal ground. It is no wonder that, after
the coming of closer settlement, selectors found the Aborigines in
this area to be the most unruly in the district.
No definite proof has been located that the cattlemen on the
North Maroochy runs killed Aborigines of the Kabi tribe, but
members of the tribe made statements to Tom Petrie to this effect.
One of them, a man named Karal, stated that he and another native
had been given poisoned flour by someone on "Nindery" (i.e.
Canando) cattle run. Another statement was to the effect that one of
their tribe, a man named Puram, had been shot on the banks of the
Maroochy River.7 There is also the account, which was given to the
timber-workers by the Aborigines, of the slaughter of a number of
blacks at Murdering Creek, near the north-east corner of Yandina
Run.
It will have been noted that William Pettigrew, James Low, and
William Grigor did not move into the Maroochy District until Tom
Petrie, during his 1862 expedition, had established friendly contact
with the Aborigines in that area. Regarded as a "Turrwan" or great
man by the Aborigines, Petrie was able to obtain for his friends
something of the same co-operation from the blacks as he himself
enjoyed. Edgar Foreman,8 in his reminiscences, stated that from
Maryborough to Brisbane, if a man was a "brother" to Tom Petrie,
he was safe from all harm at the hands of the Aborigines. The
term "brother" h<ld both a wider and a deeper connotation for the
Aborigine than it had for all but a few of the white inhabitants; and
it is not to the credit of the latter that this should be so. It meant,
however, that Pettigrew, Low, Grigor and their band of Maroochy
timber-workers enjoyed a sort of "Pax Petriana" that did not extend
to othe~ parts of Queensland. Any threat to the timber-workers in
~he p:nod und~r s,llfvey was not from the Kabi tribal groups that
mhabIted the dIstnct, but from the occasional flash semi-civilised
type .of Aborigine that had worked for a white employer and had
acqUIred some of the worst of the white man's habits, including the
use of the ru~ bottle. For these few wild and turbulent spirits the
rank-and-file tImber-getter was ready with boot and whip if neces-
sary, and, in the fashion of timber-workers all over the world, was
more than a match.
As the area south of the big North Maroochy cattle runs was
opened up firstly by the timber-getters, and then by the selectors
under the Crown Lands Alienation Act, the Aborigines found that
many of the animals and other fauna on which they h1d relied for
food had been driven away. Those of the Aborigines who did not
gain subsistence for themselves and their dependants from the
timber-getters or the new selectors began to retreat before the surge
of settlement to the low-lying lands surrounding the tidal waters of
the Mooloolah River, to the ranges to the west of the Gymple
Road, to the coastal districts from Maroochydore to Tewantin and
to other areas untouched by the first selectors. ThIS in itself would
have created serious difficulties, as it was a breach of the tribal
laws for one tribal group to enter the territory of another. In these
areas they were to be comparatively undisturbed for another decade
or so; but in the areas along the Road and the main waterways their
tribal and religious systems collapsed. They were broken in spirit:
their numbers declined and the few of them who could raise the
necessary funds began to have recourse to the grog shanties that
lined the Gympie Road. The timber-getters and selectors, some of
whom were well-disposed towards them, little understood the
plight of the Aborigines; and at any rate could have done little or
nothing towards alleviating their spiritual dry rot. The fact that
some of the settlers were at this stage beginning to observe the
custom of decorating a "king" of the local Abongines with a
suitably inscribed brass plate serves to emphasise the decline into
which the tribal system had lapsed; for the Kabi system did not
provide for a king, or even a chief, control having been in the
hands of a few leading men in each tribal group.
Some of the Aborigines, such as the Yandina Creek natives,
continued to resist the white invasion and to spear an occasional
beast when their feelings of revenge or the pangs of hunger dictated
this course of action. At times their depredations were tolerated by
some of the selectors, who were ahead of their era in realising that
the Aborigines had a claim, as original occupiers of the land, at
least to satisfy their hunger from its produce.
Brief mention will now be made of a few Maroochy District
Aborigines mentioned in their writings by William Pettigrew, Tom
Petrie or Edgar Foreman: some of whom co-operated with the early
settlers; while others - wild and venturesome soirits such as
Captain Piper, Johnny Campbell, and Billy Lillis - having worked
for cattlemen or timber-getters, possessed some of the worst
qualities of both the Aborigine and the white man. Although the
present survey concludes shortly after the passing of The Crown
Lands Alienation Act, 1868, the brief biographical sketches are
taken to the conclusion of the Aborigines' lives for the sake of
completeness.
The first two are Puram the Rainmaker and Karal (or Governor
Banjo). The pair were great friends, and their exploits are featured
in Tom Petrie's "Reminiscences of Early Queensland". Minus one
eye from rolling into a fire when a baby, and having lost half a
foot during an adventure with a tiger shark, Puram often visited
Petrie at his home at Murrumba. Petrie "saw through" Puram and
his system of rain-making, and told how when rain appeared
imminent, Puram would go into action, spitting into the air, making
various signs, pulling the "kundri" stone from his mouth, and
chanting words which had the following meaning:
Come down rain and make the bon-yi trees grow,
So that we shall get plenty nuts,
And make the yams to grow big
That we may eat them.
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When the "cunning old chap" saw a break in the sky he would
start throwing fire sticks up in the air, making a great noise, and
showing his "kundri" stone to the Aborigines ranged around, who
in due course were impressed with his ability both to make rain and
to stop it from falling.
According to the Maroochy River blacks, who brought the news
to Tom Petrie, Puram came to a sudden and violent end, having
been shot by a station hand while gathering kambo on the
Maroochy River. The kambo (otherwise cobra) is a mollusc that
thrives particularly well in old logs and branches of the swamp
oak and was used by the Aborigines for food.
Governor Banjo - or Karal to give him his Aboriginal name -
was regarded as a comic character, and had been christened
Governor Banjur - i.e. great man - by Andrew Petrie. The
name became corrupted to Banjo, and finally Tom Petrie had a
brass plate made and presented to Banjo, with the name "Governor
Banjo of Ninderry" cut into it. Banjo amused Petrie by his antics
on a horse; - for one thing he rode with the stirrup iron clasped
between his first and second toe. He was frequently the butt for
practical jokes, when he would threaten the perpetrator with the
'hanker' - he had once been placed in handcuffs by the Police and
rescued by the Petries - and point with an expression of offended
dignity to his brass plate.
Banjo told Tom Petrie how he and another Aborigine had been
given some poisoned flour by someone at "Ninderry" cattle station,
and had made a damper with it. After the first mouthfuls, however,
the two were affected by the poison, which caused them to run to
the river and swallow large quantities of salt water. This made
them sick, but saved their lives. Finally the old Aborigine died in
the Maroochy District - of natural causes.
King Bingeye was an end product of the opening up of the
Mo~loolah area by the teams drawing timber for William
PettIgrew. Much of the Aborigines' natural food resources had
vanished; and after the departure of James Low and William
Grigor from Mooloolah in 1868, the blacks began to steal flour
from the store.
Pettigrew pr~suma.b~y thought that by enlisting the support of
one of the leadmg spmts among the Aborigines at Mooloolah, the
thefts would cease. He made a memorandum in his diary that brass
plates were to be made in Brisbane for "King Bingeye and Queen
Sarah of Mooloolah". A sequel to this may be seen in the
Maroochy District Historical Society's Museum at Nambour where
!here. is. a b~~ss plate inscribed with Bingeye's name with a 'further
mscnptlOn Presented by Donald Cogill 1869". Cogill was an
employee of Pettigrew's who settled at Buderim in 1870 [vide
Section VI].9 '
A native of the ~abi tribe, Maryborough, Queensland. From Rev. J.
Mathew's book Two representative tribes of Queensland . . .".
London, 1910.
Later in his 1869 Diary Pettigrew made a further note to the
effect that he had "agreed with Bingeye" relative to the cutting of
"about 40 trees in the small paddock". His line of thought was
evidently that, if the Aborigines were given work and provided
with food, the need to steal flour would decrease. At any rate no
further thefts by the blacks were recorded.
Kutchi (otherwise Coochie) was an Aborigine who lived in the
Cobb's Camp area and had always remained on good terms
with the timber-getters. By the time Edgar Foreman arrived in the
area, at the end of the period under survey, Cobb's Camp was
inhabited by a married couple (the Stumpfs) who kept an accom-
modation house, and a groom lived there also whose work it was to
look after the coach horses.
By that time Kutchi was merely skin and bone, "an awful sight".
There were hundreds of blacks camped in the area, and some of
them were bemoaning with loud lamentations Kutchi's imminent
death.
The gins had tomahawks, with which they would chop their
heads, causing blood to run down their necks and shoulders
... I noticed, however, that the male relatives refrained from
hacking their own craniums. I also noticed that some of the
husbands used to take the tomahawks away from their wives
when. they. thoug~t they had chopped themselves enough,
espeCially If the gms were young and good-looking.
And so ended the life of Kutchi of Woombye. Foreman who
told the story, obviously had little or no sympathy with the
Aborigines in their impending bereavement.
. Two Aborigines of .an altogether different type were Captain
PIper and Tommy Skynng. The former had worked for Tom Petrie
as a foreman of one of his timber-getting teams, hence the title of
"Captain"; while Skyring had apparently worked on the cattle runs
of the North Maroochy District. While accompanying a botanist
named Stephens on a visit to the part of the Mooloolah above tidal
limits in 1866, Piper had conceived a plot to murder him for the
few golden sovereigns which he displayed, and in this was said to
have been abetted by Tommy Skyring.
In an eIl:try in his diary dated 30th May, 1866 - the year before
the Gymple gold discovery - William Pettigrew stated that he
"came along track" (i:e. th~ track from Brisbane - only a very
few horsemen and an mtrepld drayman or two would have used it
by then). Later he "passed Stephens's grave at waterhole".
In the meantime a.hue. and cry had been raised, and surprisingly
en~u.gh - for Captam PIper later became known as a very elusive
fugItive - the two wanted Aborigines were apprehended on
Maradan, Edmund Lander's cattle run.
Piper and Tommy Skyring were handed over to the Police and
placed on board the "Gneering" in handcuffs. The latte'r was docile
enough, but Piper managed to slip his handcuffs, and. diving over-
board, swam ashore and made his escape.
T~orne st~tedl~ that after the murder of Stephens, Tommy
Skyrmg had lIved m ~ortal terror of an apparition, - the spirit of
the murdered botamst, - shifting his camp daily in a bid to
prevent the app~riti0!1 fro~ following him and peering over his
shoulder. 0J.l.arnv~l m Bnsbane he was remanded and placed in
custO?y aWaItmg tna!. Perhaps he could not be tried owing to lack
of eVIdence; perhaps the authorities were hopina to capture the
NUfIl:ber One "Tallebilla", Captain Piper. At a~y rate Tommy
Skynn~ became we~k and em.acia!ed, and died in gaol four months
after hIS capture, WIth Captam PIper still at large.
There used to be a tall hoop pine near the South Maroochywhi~h, - i.f it had not been cut down many years ago by som~
dedIcated timber-getter, would have been not very far from the
h~art of to-day's t?wn of Yandina. It commanded an unsurpassed
~Ilew of the GymP.le Road, both to the north and to the south, and
It was here that PIper spent many an hour watching for the arrival
of a m~unted tr?oper. He is also said to have holed up in a rock
shelter m th~ clIffs on the western side of Ninderry Mountain.
Tom Petn~ states that Piper was recaptured years later and
brought t? tnal; but that owing to the lapse of time since the
murder WIth WhICh he was charged (and presumably owing also to
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lack of evidence) he was found "not guilty", and was once more a
free man.
By this time, however, Piper had not only the authorities to
contend with. A reserve for Aborigines had been established at
Bribie Island in 1877, and during its short life under the super-
vision of Tom Petrie - it was abolished by the McIllwraith
Government in 1879 - a Durundur Aborigine named Abraham
died there. Although it was said freely that the cause of his death
was dropsy, Abraham's friends blamed Captain Piper, and swore
to kill him.
While the plotters were encamped at Humpybong, Piper arrived
with a band of Maroochy Aborigines, and one Dangalin (otherwise
Pilot) was deputed to kill him in a night attack. The ever vigilant
Captain Piper was ready for him, however, and Pilot's axe blow
went astray. Before he could recover himself, Pilot was struck a
terrible blow by Piper, which almost severed his leg and made him
lame for life.
For some years after this episode Piper remained in hiding in the
Maroochy area, until he thought that his vicious axe blow had been
forgotten. He then appeared at a corroboree at Kedron Brook,
where he camped among some Durundur blacks. But one of them,
named Sambo, who had been a friend of Abraham's, had not for-
gotten. Using a variation of a method learnt from the white man,
he concocted a drink from rum and dingo poison, and coolly
handed the bottle to Captain Piper. The latter took a long pull at
the bottle, after which he handed it to another Aborigine. The two
drinkers died very suddenly, the cocktail mixer expressing regret
that he had unwittingly claimed a second victim. An official enquiry
was held, but by that time Sambo had decamped, and was never
brought to trial.
A far more ferocious character than Captain Piper was the in-
f~mo~s Joh~ny Campbell .- or Kagariu (i.e. Kookaburra), to give
hIm hIS Kabi name. Kaganu was a prime example of the results that
can emanate at times from the mating of some of the worst features
of white civilization with the products of a Stone Age culture.
K.a~ariu's associate. in !he early stages of his career was Billy
Ltlhs, another Kabi native for whom the Maroochy District must
accept some historical responsibility.
Johnny Campbell and Billy Lillis in their early years attended a
Sabbath School which was conducted on Manumbar Station in the
South Burnett by Mrs Mortimer. However, they did not prove to be
very apt pupils. Billy Lillis, who at one time must have worked in
the Upper Mary District, became known as a sneak thief in the
South Bur!1ett and Wide Bay areas, his favourite booty being rum.
He was saId to have been finally betrayed by his liking for rum into
drinking the same devil's cocktail that brought about the death of
Captain Piper. The concoction in this case was mixed by some
Barambah natives whose enmity he had incurred.
Johnny Campbell turned out to be a far more serious menace
than Billy Lillis, but there was little to indicate this during his early
manhood. If one can judge by the name "Campbell" he may have
worked for the early timber-getters; and he himself stated that he
had been in the Native Police. In the Eighteen Seventies he worked
as a cat!le ~and for Edgar Foreman, who was then camped at Lake
Dun~thimm charge of a herd of cattle owned by Richard Hutchins,
a Bnsbane merchant, who was mentioned in Section VI as an
applicant for some of the Maroochy River and Bli Eli lands
released after 1868 under the Crown Lands Alienation Act.
. Foreman had with hit? at the time a seventeen-year old wife; but
It ne~e.r occurred to hIm that ~he was in any danger from his
Abongmal cattle hand. At that time Johnny revealed himself as a
~up'erb horseman and as a man of his word; but he had already
mdicated a fondness for the "rum" bottle. He was said to have been
a good "physical specimen"; but John Mathewll states that he was
but five feet in height (in contrast to his brother Kilkibriu who was
six feet high). and t~at he ":,,as about as "unprepossessin'g, from a
European pomt of VIew, as It was possible to conceive."
Foreman tells how Johnny received from him half a bottle of
"rum" for a corroboree, on condition that he returned ready for
work on the Monday.
After s.ampling the contents he departed a very happy black-
felIo~ mdeed. Mo~day morning came round, and true enough
so dId my dark fnend, for when I got up which was pretty
early, I found him sitting on a log near the house. He never
stood u~ when he saw me co~ing, and this rather surprised
me. BeSIdes, he seemed so qmet so I said to him "Hullo
Johnnie, how you like him corrob~ree?" "Oh" he s~ys "Bal~
that fellow budgerry, me sick, me been fight.'" With that he
pulled up an old coat, which he was wearing, and showed me
a cut b~tween his left hip and ribs about eight inches long. The
true skm was cut through, and you could actually see the poor
fellow's intestines, and all he had done to the wound was to
put on a plaster made from black soil and water Of course
the poor fellow knew that he would be unable to ~ork and h~
knew als.o that ~ wou~d not ask him, but that blackfellow's
honour m keepmg hIS word by coming back would put
hU!1d:eds of white men to shame, not only as he had been
patd m advance, but was cut almost in two. The poor fellow
was un.able to work for some weeks, so I kept him about the
place t!ll he was well, for I considered it was up to me to do
so, seemg that I supplied him with the fire water.
Not lo~g after this episode Richard Hutchins sold the herd of
cattle whIch Foreman and Johnny were tending; and Foreman
returned to the Pine River, while Johnny Campbell made his way
acr<?ss the ranges to the South Burnett, where he commenced his
ternble career, his specialty being attacks on lonely women on out-
stations and in shepherd's huts.
~part from Edgar Foreman only one settler is on record as
havmg a good word to say for Johnny Campbell. Charles Green,
the manager of Yabb<l: cattle run, while out mustering, hit a leaning
tree and was un~onscious for three days. On regaining conscious-
ness he found hImself on a couch in the dining room of Yabba
homestead, his rescuer having been the notorious Johnny Campbell.
Campbell was captured and sentenced to 7 years' imprisonment.
By 1879, when he was released, a further change for the worse had
been wrought in his character and appearance. Campbell stated
op~nly that he intended to treat white women in the same way as
~hI~e men had treated native women. The Aborigine could not get
Justice, so why try? He was determined to be an outlaw. His tactics
~ere to lie in hiding near a lonely dwelling, awaiting his opportu-
mty. He would then suddenly appear, presenting his revolver. The
Government regarded him as so serious a menace that they offered
a reward of £500 for his capture.
The typical white police officer of the day did not stand a chance
of appre~ending him. Us~ng superb bushcraft and horsemanship he
elu?ed hIS pursuers eaSIly. He was always armed, and did not
~esIta.te to shoot: Some of his methods of evading capture were
mgem.ous. Walkmg along fences to avoid leaving tracks, and
~hrowmg out a screen of Aboriginal scouts, were two methods he
I~ know~ to have used. He also rested at night with a long chain
tIed to hIm, at the other end of which was a gin, who warned him
of. th~ approach .of a!1y pursuers. Fortunately for the Maroochy
DIstnct all. of hIS cnmes ~ere committed over the range, and
Campbell dId not make for hIS old coastal haunts until the end was
near.
A nam~sake of th.e Abo.riginal outlaw, Sergeant Campbell,
accompamed by a native poltceman named Billy, was hot on the
outlaw's tracks, when Billy was sent forward to investigate the
c~use of a suspicious sou!1d. It proved to be Johnny Campbell, and
BIlly collected a bullet m the arm for his pains. This put both
Sergeant Campbell and .Billy t~mporarily out of action. The pursuit
wa~ taken. up by a whIte pohceman, Sergeant King, and a Kabi
native pohceman named Johnny Griffin, whose ability as a tracker
and knowledge of bushcraft were such that for the first time
pursue~ and pursued were evenly matched.
Sensmg that t~e pursuit had entered a new phase, Johnny
Campbell made hIS way back to the ancient tribal grounds of a
large group of the Kabi tribe between Yandina Creek and
Tewantin. The usual version of his return to the Tewantin area
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relates how he avoided the normal routes and used little-~nown
mountain pathways in order to delu~e his .pl!rsuers. Thr?wmg off
his European-style clothing he ,,:ent mto hIdmg, persuadmg a few
of the natives in the area, by bnbery or through fear, to act as a
screen and warn him of approaching police troopers. It has bee,n
said also that Johnny Griffin's intuition warned hilI1: of Cam~bell s
intentions, and that he made his way to the Tewantm area wIthout
bothering to follow Campbell's tracks. It would appear, howe,:er,
from information supplied by Mr Ewen Mad~ock, a nonag.ena~Ian
living near Mooloolah, that Johnny Campbell s return to hIS tnbal
group in the Tewantin area was not as secret ~s has ~een supposed,
and that Griffin could easily have been appnsed of It by a human
agency, not by intuition.
Mr Maddock was in one of the lower classes at Mooloola.h
Bridge School when Campbell crossed the district on his way to hIS
tribal home. Here is his versionI2 of how Campbell passed through:
When Johnnie.Campbell was on his way to Noosa I was one
of the school children who saw him and his gin. We were
children attending the Mooloolah Bridge School.
The gin did not walk on the Gympie Road but in ~he bush on
the side of the road. It would be about half a mIle to G. L.
Bury's store and the gin would perhaps buy food there then go
on and wait for Johnnie on Bury's flat, where the old race-
course was.
We were out for lunch at the time. Johnnie crossed the ridge
on which the school was built, about 100 yards from the
eastern end, then crossed the Mooloolah-Buderim (now
Mooloolah-Caloundra) road, then followed the edge of the
scrub round and joined his gin on Bu~y's flat. .
The big boys were cheeky, nasty and Impudent, but he too~ It
all in good part and did not get angry. He was a strong, actIve
man. Although he appeared to be travelling onward, neither he
nor his gin had a swag. If they had firearms they kept them
concealed.
Johnnie had some pieces of stick that had been cut into shape.
They were carried in what looked like a wide-m0l!thed pick~e
bottle' he carried it, but not in his hands. The bIg boys saId
that he fastened some pieces of stick to the bottom of his feet
and made emu tracks in the sand or on soft ground. However,
he did not do that while we were looking at him.
As the news that he was a member of the Native Police had not
reached Griffin's fellow tribesmen, he also was able to appear in
the Tewantin area in the guise of a wild native. He was followed at
a more leisurely pace by Sergeant King, who waited in Tewantin
while Johnny Griffin proceeded to gather a few choice spirits with
offers of a rich reward to help him break through Johnny
Campbell's screen of natives.
By this means Griffin was able to ascertain Campbell's where-
abouts, after which he visited Tewantin in order to obtain a large
length of clothes line. Accompanied by his Aboriginal henchmen,
he crept up on the sleeping Campbell, and, dropping on him out of
a tree, stunned him with a blow from a club. When Johnny
Campbell regained consciousness he found himself trussed up like
an Egyptian mummy.
Taken by Sergeant King to Maryborough, Campbell was
sentenced to 14 years' imprisonment for assault and robbery. He
was then transferred to Ipswich, where he was sentenced to death
on 26th June, 1880, for an attack on a fifteen year old girl.
Foreman tells how three hundred of Johnny Campbell's tribal
group visited Brisbane for the hanging, camping en route on his
property at Sideling Creek, North Pine. The body was presented to
a Russian scientist Nicholas Miklouho Maclay, who happened to be
in Brisbane at the time of the hanging on 16th August, 1880.
Maclay embalmed portion of it and shipped it to Berlin, where it
was said to have been received by the Berlin Anthropological
Society as a rare specimen.
For their part in encompassing the capture of Johnny Campbell
the Tewantin Aborigines were presented by a grateful Queensland
Government with a whaleboat, oars, masts, sails, two large fishing
nets and a large quantity of provisions.
Natives of Yabber, Kabi tribe, Mary River, Queensland.
From Rev. J. Mathew's book "Two representative tribes of
Queensland ...". London, 1910.
ABORIGINAL LEGENDS OF THE MAROOCHY DISTRICT
No account of the Maroochy District would be complete without
some reference to the legends which were told by the Aborigines
to some of the early settlers, and which were known probably to
every resident of the district. These stories related to Ninderry and
Coolum Mountains, to Old Woman Island and to the Maroochy
River.
Although the Aborigines had no written literature, they had a
vast store of oral literature - myths, legends, and fables. It is with
some of these stories of the Kabi tribe that it is necessary to deal
briefly in order to provide a background for a study of the
Maroochy District legends.
There were two kinds of Aboriginal mythology, viz. -
mythology in the original sense of embodying the religious beliefs
of the Aborigines, and also what is known as secular mythology,
which has little or no religious significance. Consideration of the
Coolum-Ninderry legends falls within this latter category, legends
being indistinguishable at times from items of secular mythology
except that they narrate events which did not occur in the
mythological period, but at a later period of time, although often
the narrator tried to make out that the events occurred "long, long,
ago" .
Like the European myths, many of the Aboriginal stories were
designed to explain various features of the natural environment. To
the Kabi, of course, the squat form of Coolum Mountain, the im-
posing sight of Ninderry overlooking the Maroochy River, the
various peaks of the Glasshouse Mountains with their strange
shapes, were all objects of enduring interest. The Kabi stories had
their law-breakers, in the same way as our present-day detective
stories and westerns, and there was the thrill of hearing how
maidens and men defied the tribal elders, but in the end the law
always prevailed, and the wicked received their just punishment.
A quick examination of some of the Kabi stories shows that
there was a fairly well-defined pattern. Their mountains were
giant Aboriginal warriors who hurled weapons at one another and
who were later turned to stone. In the European scene we immedi-
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ately think of the Titan, Atlas, who, of course, was much higher
than the peaks of the Kabi, which were too low to be expected to
carry the heavens on their shoulders. The Greeks also had Zeus,
the greatest god of all, who .was enthroned ~m a mountain. They
deified some of their mountams, but the Kabl had not yet reached
that staae of religious development. The reasons for the frequent
fights that occurred among the Kabi heroes were usually jealousy,
a stolen maiden, or something similar. Here again Greek mythology
is full of this sort of thing.
Then there were Aboriginal maidens who were turned into
springs, or flowing streams. To the Greeks the rive~ gods were
masculine, with th~ exception of Artemis, who as a nver goddess
was called Potamia. The Greeks also believed in the existence of
nymphs who were the daughters of Zeus, and they erected in their
honour many costly altars - near fountains, moist mea~ows,
woods, and on hills. All grottoes and caves where water dnpped
were sacred to them. There was Prymno, for example, who re-
sembled a cascade falling over a height, Hippo who looked like a
swift current, and Telesto, the nymph of the cool springs.
A famous myth, which was used by Shelley in his poem
"Arethusa", concerns the river god Alpheus, who fell in love with
Arethusa, a nymph in the train of Artemis, and pursued her wildly,
until Artemis turned her into an underground spring, thus depriving
Alpheus of his loved one forever.
It is apparent then that when the first settlers invaded their
territory the Kabi story-tellers were following unwittingly in the
same tracks as the great Greek myth-makers.
A tale told by the Aboriginal story-tellers, and collected by Mrs
Gwen Trundle, of Annerley, Brisbane, under the title, 'Legend of
the Glasshouse Mountains' explains how Coonowrin - that is,
Kunna-waruin, which means Crook-neck, got its name. It seems
that Tibrogargan, the father, and Beerwah, the mother, had many
children - Coonowrin (the eldest), Beerburrum, the Tunbubudla
twins, Coochin, Ngungun, Tibberoowuccum, Miketeebumulgrai,
and Elimbah. According to the story there was also Round who
was fat and small, and Wild Horse (presumably the Saddleback),
who was always straying away to paddle in the sea.
One day, when Tibrogargan was gazing out to sea he noticed a
great rising of the waters. Hurrying off to gather his younger
children in order to flee to the safety of the mountains to the
westward, he called out to Coonowrin to help his mother, who, by
the way, was again with child.
Looking back to see how Coonowrin was assisting Beerwah,
Tibrogargan was greatly angered to see him running off alone. He
pursued Coonowrin, and, raising his club, struck the latter such a
mighty blow that it dislocated Coonowrin's neck, and he has never
been able to straighten it since.
When the floods had subsided and the family had returned to
the plains, the other children teased Coonowrin about his crooked
neck. Feeling ashamed, Coonowrin went over to Tibrogargan and
asked his forgiveness; but filled with shame at his son's cowardice,
Tibrogargan could do nothing but weep copious tears, which,
trickling along the ground, formed a stream which flowed into the
sea. Then Coonowrin went to his mother, Beerwah, and asked her
forgiveness; but she also wept and her tears also formed a stream
which flowed into the sea. Then Coonowrin went to his brothers
and sisters, but they also wept at the shame of their brother's
cowardice. The lamentations of Coonowrin's parents and of his
brothers and sisters at his disgrace explain the presence to-day of
the numerous small streams in the area.
Tibrogargan then called to Coonowrin, asking him why he had
deserted Beerwah: at which Coonowrin replied that as Beerwah
was the biggest of them all she should have been able to take care of
herself. He did not know that Beerwah was again pregnant, which
was the reason for her great size. Then Tibrogargan turned his back
on Coonowrin and vowed that he would never look at him again.
Even to-day Tibrogargan gazes far out to sea and never looks
round at Coonowrin, who hangs his head and cries, his tears run-
ning off to the sea. His mother, Beerwah, is still heavy with child,
as it takes a long, long time to give birth to a mountain.
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Wide Bay and Burnett Districts, showing the tribal areas
and Kabi Aborigines.
[From typescript held in State Archives of Rev. John Mathew's
'Two Representative Tribes of Queensland."]
The reference to Wild Horse in this story shows that this frag-
ment of the tale at least is of recent origin, as the horse was un-
known to the Aborigines until its introduction by the white settlers.
A much older story, which is entitled to classification as a myth,
is the story of Ngooloo Ngooloo the Thunder Man, Boolguroo his
young wife, and Wongo the Hunter. A version of this tale can be
read in the April-June 1962 issue of "Insurance Lines", and the
compiler, who writes under the pen-name of "Songman", has made
of it a very pretty story indeed.
Ngooloo Ngooloo, the grumpy old Thunder Man, had two wives
besides Boolguroo who were equally as grumpy as he himself -
Yurgoo the Wind, and Diguroo the Lightning. Wongo the Hunter
was another member of Ngooloo Ngooloo's tribal group, who had
not been given a woman by the elders of the group, but who was
secretly loved by Boolguroo.
In spite of the fact that the Aboriginal laws of affinity forbade
their association, Boolguroo and Wongo often used to meet in a
cave on Ngun Ngun Mountain. Here they were seen by Jidigindi
the Wagtail, who was a great gossip, and the story of their
clandestine meetings soon reached the ears of Ngooloo Ngooloo.
One night Ngooloo Ngooloo and his two old wives followed
Boolguroo to her secret tryst. He gave a great roar, and Diguroo
flashed a bright light on the guilty lovers, who dashed out of the
cave. Bulguroo reached the top of the mountain, only to be caught
by Yurgoo and hurled over a cliff; while Wongo was seized by
Diguroo and taken up to the sky, where he was pushed into a deep
hole to await his punishment by Ngooloo Ngooloo.
Now Wongo the Hunter had always been kind to old women,
and had fed them with pieces of the emu meat which he had
obtained when out hunting. Milgay, the old woman who polishes
the stars, had noticed Wongo in his extremity, and showed him a
second hole in the sky, through which he was able to escape.
Wongo returned to Ngun Ngun Mountain, and asked Tunghalt
the Possum and Wunti the Dingo if they had seen Boolguroo. They
knew her whereabouts, but they would not tell.
Jidigindi the Wagtail, seeing Wongo looking for Boolguroo,
and finally taking pity on him, led him to a spring of cool water
which flowed from the spot where the broken body of Boolguroo
had lain.
It is said that the lovers' cave, the cliff, and the spring into which
Boolguroo was changed, are there to this day, and that on a starry
night, if one looks at the southern sky from the foot of Ngun Ngun,
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the two holes in the sky may still be seen. ., .
There is a good deal of fine detail assocIated wIth the anCIent
story of the wayward Boolguroo that is absent from the tale of
Coonowrin and from the Maroochy stories, which appe~r to b~ of
comparatively recent vintage. Se,,:eral d~cad.es ago poetIc versIO!1s
of the last-named stories were circulatmg m the Maroochy DIS-
trict, but no copies of these appear to be extant today. .
The first story, which concerns Maroochy and her two nval
lovers, Coolum and Ninderry, has unfortunately .b~en corrupted by
well-meaning white settlers and latter-day Abongmes, and several
contradictory versions now exist.
The most generally accepted version seems to have been as
follows:- Long, long ago a beautiful Aboriginal girl named
Maroochy was loved by two Aboriginal warriors ~am~d Coolum
and Ninderry. Coolum was a member of Maroochy s tnbal group,
whilst Ninderry belonged to a neighbouring group.
One day while Coolum was out hunting, Ninderry and his
henchmen ~tole Maroochy, and made off wit~ her. Informed by
Maroochy's mother, and greatly angered at hIS loss, Coolum set
off in pursuit. During the night he crept up to the camp where
Ninderry held Maroochy captive, released her from her bonds, and
fled with her. The following day Ninderry caught up with them and,
throwing a boomerang, succeeded in knocking off CoollJ!ll's head.
The head rolled into the sea and is represented to this day by
Mudjimba Island the decapitated body of the slain warrior being
represented by the squat form of Coolum Mountain. For his
treacherous attack on Coolum, Ninderry was said to have been
turned into stone by the wrathful gods. Deeply grieved by the loss
of both her suitors, Maroochy fled to the Blackall Ranges/, where
her copious tears, flowing down the mountain side, formed the
stream that is known as the Maroochy River.
Another version has it that Maroochy's mother, grieved at the
loss of her daughter, flung herself into the sea and is represented to
this day by Old Woman Island; and that Coolum's head is repre-
sented, not by Mudjimba Island, but by Buderim Mountain.
There seems to be very little behind this version, its originators
having possibly been confused with another Maroochy story, in
which Old Woman Island is definitely Maroochy's mother, and
therefore having been seized with the necessity of giving an old
woman a more prominent part in the tale than would otherwise be
the case. Moreover, it seems too much to expect Coolum's head to
roll all the way from the foot of Coolum Mountain across the
Mooloolah to the site of Buderim.
A third version omitted the abduction of Maroochy by Ninderry,
while Coolum was seen as a hunchbacked dwarf who stole
Maroochy from Ninderry; and in the fight that followed when
Ninderry attempted to recover his lost love, Coolum threw a great
rock at Ninderry, ~hich missed him and fell into the sea, and is
represented today as Mudjimba Island.
There is very little depth to this story, which allows the giant
warrior Ninderry to have Maroochy stolen from him, and then to
have a giant rock thrown at him, in both cases by a dwarf, without
any form of 'retaliation other than pursuit. It is strange also to have
a mass of rock of the size of Coolurn referred to as a dwarf.
The version first related, therefore, would appear to be the most
authentic. Even this version, however, has some features which are
out of harmony with the Aboriginal folk tale idiom. In the first
place the tale as usually told refers to both Coolum and Ninderry
as "chiefs", although the concept of a chief was unknown to the
Kabi: moreover, Coolum and Ninderry are supposed to be chiefs
of two different tribes, whereas they would belong to different
groups of the one tribe.
Secondly, an Aboriginal story-teller would not use the term
'gods', the Aborigines believing in a Creator or a Supreme Being,
as Christians do, rather than in a number of gods, as was the
practice of the Greeks and the Norsemen. Furthermore, the
reference to news of the capture of Maroochy being brought to
Coolum by his mother-in-law is not authentic, as the Kabi
Aborigine eschewed all contact with his wife's mother, who was
expected to cover herself (including her head) with a rug on his
approach. The unwelcome news would therefore have been
brought to Coolum by someone ~Ise. .,
Finally as has already been hmted, the expreSSIOn, long, long,
ago' is suspect: the antiquity of the legend is open to a good deal of
doubt. If the dusky maiden is to be called Maroochy the legend has
to be dated later than 1842, which was the date of the naming of
the river by Andrew Petrie; or, in order to gain any antiquity for the
legend we would have to disprove the claim that the river was
named by Petrie on that date.
The story of the 1842 expedition to Wide Bay, during which t~e
Maroochy River was said to have been named by Andrew PetrIe,
has been recounted both by Andrew Petrie and Henry Stuart
Russell.
Here is Petrie's version, as shown by an extract from his diary:13
"5th [May, 1842]: Made sail for the Marootchy Doro, or the
Black Swan River; arrived there at two o'clock, but was afraid
to enter, it being low water at the time, and a heavy surf on
the bar."
Russell's version was as follows:
"At daylight up kedge to a nice S.W. breeze, for the mouth of
the 'Morouchidor', i.e. River of Swans - black of course -
the furthest point northward yet reached from the s~t~lement."
Thus both Petrie's and Russell's accounts of the VISIt to the
mouth of the Maroochy are non-committal on whether Petrie
named the river after ascertaining the aboriginal words for "black
swan" from two Yugarabul natives who accompanied the expedi-
tion; or whether he used this name for the river because it had
already been so called by the Aborigines. At any rate the fact that
the name 'Maroochy' was first recorded by Petrie in 1842 - and it
has been generally accepted that he named the river - throws
considerable doubt on the antiquity of the legend. This doubt is
increased by the lack of detail in the story in contrast to the Ngun
Ngun myth.
It is best to think of the tale as a simple story of a 'Kin-bumbe', a
fight about a woman, which had a sad ending because the rival
suitors did not follow the accepted 'Kin-bumbe' etiquette.
Perhaps the original tale may have been somewhat as follows:
Many years ago a beautiful Aboriginal girl named Maroochy
was loved by a member of her tribal group named Coolum. Their
union had the sanction of the tribal elders.
One day a mighty Aboriginal warrior named Ninderry, who
belonged to a fierce and warlike tribal group which lived some
miles away, stole Maroochy while Coolum was out hunting.
Infuriated, Coolum and his henchmen set off in pursuit. They over-
took Ninderry and his followers - and the captive Maroochy -
before sundown; but fearing to remonstrate with such fierce
warriors and demand the return of the stolen Maroochy, as custom
decreed, Coolum decided to use a trick.
During the night he crept up to the camp where Ninderry lay
sleeping, and, freeing Maroochy from her bonds, fled with her
towards his home territory. On the following day, greatly angered
by Coolum's cowardly trick, Ninderry and his followers were soon
in hot pursuit. Catching up with the fleeing lovers the giant
Aborigine threw a huge club,14 knocking off Coolum's head; which
rolled into the sea and is represented today as Mudjimba Island.
Incensed at Ninderry's foul and treacherous15 deed, the Spirit
God16 struck down at Ninderry from the sky, and turned him into
stone. Filled with sorrow at the loss of both her suitors, Maroochy
fled to the Blackall Range, where she wept so copiously that her
tears flowed down the mountains to form the Maroochy River.
Another tale, which has unfortunately survived only in fragmen-
tary form, concerns the Aboriginal giant Coolum, one of his wives
- the Old Woman of Old Woman Island - and her daughter
Maroochy. It apparently arose out of the Aborigines' perplexity
about the course of the Maroochy River, which, after flowing
almost due west for about six miles from the South Maroochy
junction, suddenly turns away from the flat, low-lying country to
the west of Coolum Mountain and heads in a southerly direction,
entering the sea not far from Mudjimba or Old Woman Island.
According to the story Coolum and his wife quarrelled about the
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locality where Maroochy would enter the ocean, the former holding
that she should continue to travel on an easterly path and pass close
to him in order that he could protect her from the winds and the
waves. His old wife, however, was equally insistent that she could
protect Maroochy from her position off the Coast further south.
Maroochy's mother must have been a cranky old woman, as
those who are familiar with the Maroochy District will know who
had the last word.
Finally, there is a tanJalising fragment of another story about
Mudjimba Island, recorded by Thorne,17 which states that the
Island was sacred to two young Aboriginal females, who resided in
a cave, of which only they knew the entrance. In order to obtain
provisions they used to visit the Mainland by means of a canoe,
and no Aborigine was permitted to see, much less to molest them.
They lived in a state of perpetual youth, and Aborigines were not
permitted to land on the Island, even if in danger of their lives.
Thorne was at a loss to understand how these women were
supposed to have come to the Island. The answer is to be found in
a tale which may be read in Tom Petrie's Reminiscences,18 and
which supplies a beginning and a middle to the fragment recorded
by Thorne. In the corrupted form in which it has survived, the tale
is of two young Aboriginal women who, while lost on Bribie Island,
speared a peculiar moon-shaped fish which they attempted to cook,
but which eventually escaped from them. The rest of the story con-
cerns their attempts to recapture the moon-fish, and their wander-
ings northwards in search of it, until they reached Mudjimba
Island, where they spend many an hour gazing skywards at their
moon-fish, and where the smoke of their cooking fire can still be
seen.
VIII. SOME MAROOCHY DISTRICT PLACE NAMES
Some of the early place names of the Maroochy District have
British - or at least European - associations. Kenilworth,
Maleny, Highworth, Pomona - these are nostalgic, or sentimental
names; for in bestowing these names the early settlers revealed their
longing for their homeland and for its European culture.
What rich literary and historical memories the name of Kenil-
worth conjures up: the land itself, going back to 1850 when it was
first taken up by R. J. Smith; the novel by Sir Walter Scott after
which the property was named by Mrs Smith; the cedar-lined
homestead rich with historical associations. But that is not all -
for to those interested in English history, the name recalls stories
of the ill-fated de Montfort family, from their first stronghold at
Montfort-I'Amaury to the foul murder in the church at Viterbo.....
Other names in this category are Maleny, named after Malleny
Mills, near Edinburgh; Highworth, which was called after a town-
ship in England; and Pomona, which was named after the Roman
goddess relating to tree fruits.
The remaining non-aboriginal names which have been selected
are impossible to group into categories. Mapleton and Montville
appear to have North American associations, the former having
been named after a town in a novel, while the latter was named by
the Smith family, who were early settlers in the area, after a town
in Connecticut, U.S.A.
Petrie's Creek was, of course, named after Tom Petrie, who
brought his band of Aboriginal timber-getters there in 1862. The
origin of the name Paynter's Creek is something of a mystery,
which is deepened by the fact that Pettigrew in his diary called it
"Dick the Painter's Creek."19
There is also Old Woman Island, which was so named owing to
the outline of the head of an old woman which was discernible,
and which can still be seen by viewing the island from the North
Shore of the Maroochy River.
It is unfortunately necessary to demolish the commonly held
belief about how the Bottle and Glass received its name. In the
coaching days before the North Coast railway was built, the old
Gympie Road after leaving Maroochy (now Yandina) climbed up
a steep incline known as the Bottle and Glass. It was said that when
the coachman rested his horses after the gruelling pull up the slope
there was always a bottle and a glass at the foot of a shady tree to
assist him to quench his thirst. This cannot be correct, however, as
the steep pinch referred to was known as the Bottle and Glass be-
fore the coach service to Gympie was inaugurated, witness A. W.
Jardine's letter to the Hon. A. H. Palmer as published in the
"Courier" dated 5th September, 1868.
I think another explanation is correct, viz. - that a parched
member of a road-working gang, in the year 1868, when the route
to Gympie was being cleared, cut out with his axe on a tree close
to the road a deep imprint of a bottle and a glass. According to
Thomas Chambers,2o a crop of these bottle and glass "wood-cuts",
the work of additional thirsty axemen, could be seen on trees in
this area in subsequent years.
There are also two names which are grim reminders of murders
in the Eighteen Sixties: viz. - Dead Man's Waterhole, which
commemorates the murder of the botanist Stephens by Captain
Piper and Tommy Skyring, as has already been narrated; and
Murdering Creek, the name of a mosquito-ridden creek which
flows into the south-eastern corner of Lake Weyba, and which is
said to have been the scene of a multiple murder of Aborigines by
cattlemen.
It is, however, to the lasting credit of the first Maroochy settlers
that love of the home country which most of them would naturally
feel, did not result, as in some other parts of Australia, in a
preponderance of British place-names. In fact the reverse is the
case; and - especially as far as the early-recorded names are
concerned - there is a predominance of names of Aboriginal
origin.
Freud said, "For primitive men, as for savages today, and even
for our children, a name is not indifferent and conventional as it
seems to us, but is something important and essential." To the
Aborigine names were more descriptive and utilitarian than they
were to our own people. It was the same in our early European
civilisation, even with personal names. For instance, the name
Plato was Greek for "broad". For examples of Anglo-Saxon
descriptive names that have survived until today, the following
may be cited.
Hartshole Place of drinking for deer
Laverock Old Teutonic for lark
Caw's Eye Cow's Hay (haga) = enclosure
The name Redcliffe is one of dozens of Queensland non-
aboriginal names of this type that can be called to mind.
As far as the Aborigine is concerned, it is doubtful in most cases
whether he was consciously naming a place at all. Rather was he·
stating the thing - article of food, material for making clothing,
shelter, or a weapon - that could be found there.
Unfortunately some of the early Aboriginal place names of the
Maroochy District have been lost forever. Others were corrupted
by the early settlers, whose versatility in pronouncing Aboriginal
names almost rivalled their ingenuity in the art of spelling them.
There would have been some excuse for this, as the pronunciations
of the Aborigines themselves often varied among the different
tribal groups. Moreover, one can well imagine the variations in the
spelling and pronunciation of place names such as Maradan
(Meridan) caused by the broad English, Scottish and Irish accents
of the early settlers. Happily, however, Maroochy place-names have
not suffered the mutilations undergone by place names in other
parts of Queensland: for example, Tamborine (at times spelt
Tambourine) which is said to have been derived either from
Tchambreen, the wild lime tree or from 'Dhan-birin', meaning
'place of cliffs'; and Tin Can Bay, which is a mutilation either of
the word Tinchin (Tindhin), a species of mangrove, or Tinken, a
vine with large ribbed leaf which grew in the locality.
An examination of the Aboriginal place-names that have
survived in the Maroochy District reveals the exciting fact that here
is a framework on which can be built up some knowledge of the
social history of the natives. Here they hunted kangaroos: there
they gathered rope vines, and wood for their spear heads. Here they
watched the timber getters rafting logs: there they lit their signal
fires. It is truly a case of "tongues in trees, books in the running
brooks, . . ." and anyone having some knowledge of the Kabi
tongue and respect and sympathy for the Kabi people can spend a
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highly informative and absorbing hour simply by studying lhe
Aboriginal place-names on a good map of the Maroochy District.
It is doubtful whether there are many other districts in Queensland
in which a study of the place-names is so evocative of the daily
habits and customs of the Aborigines.
If the contention that the Aborigines were naming things rather
than places is accepted, four other propositions can be advanced:
i That an area can have two or more Aboriginal names if two
or more different commodities are found there (e.g. Madumbah21
and Majimba22).
ii That an area can be given more than one name at different
periods of time (e.g. Madumbah21 and Mudjimba).
iii That owing to the difference between the European habit of
naming physical features and the Aboriginal custom of naming
things, a physical feature can be separated by a considerable
distance from the thing after which it was named (e.g. Peregian).
iv That a single name can indicate the presence of more than
one commodity in that area (e.g. Euringundery).
There are included in the following lists five names which
originate from tribes south of the region of the Kabi, two (viz.
Kureelpa and Perwillowen) being due, it is felt, to the visits of
natives of the Yugurabul and Yugumbir tribe to the Blackall
Ranges during the bunya feasts, while three others would almost
make one believe that at one time there were more journeyings
along the coastal strip between the present-day border and the
Mary River than one would suppose. These three words are
Yandina, Weyba, and Tin Can (perhaps corrupted from Tinchin or
Tindhin). The first is of Yugarabul origin, while the other two are
Yugumbir words. The name Yandina is a particularly intriguing
one, as it was first given in 1853 to a cattle run in the present-
day Yandina Creek area; while the presence of the two Yugumbir
words so far north deepens the mystery. The name "Gheerulla"
appears to be of Wakka origin, and may be a legacy from that
tribe's breadfruit excursions to the Coast.
In dealing with the Kabi place names it is helpful to remember-
i That the letters "d" and "t", "p" and "b", and "k" and "g"
are used optionally;
ii That some vowels were varied by different speakers - e.g.
bolla, or bulla (lightning);
iii That large numbers or quantities were frequently indicated
by repetition (e.g. Mooloolah).
,iv That the letter "d" is sometimes optionally placed in the
mIddle of a word (e.g. Puddlibah, Didillibah, Coodlum23).
In the lists of names for which meanings are given hereunder
i An asterisk denotes that a name has more than one possible
derivation.
ii The letter "n" placed beside a name indicates that a further
explanation is included in the Notes.
iii T~e l;tter "s" denotes that the derivation supplied has not,
to the wnter s knowledge, been previously advanced.
Kangaroos
Lily
roots
Honey
Water
Leeches
Native
bears
Opossums
Pigeons
Mangrove
seeds
Molluscs
Stingrays
Rats
Mice
Snakes
Maradan*s
(Meridan)
Ninderry
Bli Blin s
Kureelpan
Mudjimba*n
Mujimba*n
Peregians
Borumba
Buderim
Koongalban
Weyban s
Coolabine
Cooloolabin
Cooroy*n
Cooroibah
Perwillowen*n s
Mooloolahn
Coolum*n
Minnow (place of)
Badderam
Native honey suckle
Murri (Yugurabul) dhan
Kangaroo - place of
Nyindur
Leeches
Muyim-ba
Swamp lily - place of
Magum-ba
Blue water lily - place of
Pirri - dhan (jan)
Mangrove - place of
Billai
Swamp oak
Kulla- bin
Native bear - place of
Kurui - (ba)
Common opossum - (place of)
Wuluwuin (Kuluwin)
Species of pigeon (Yugumbir)
Kuril- ba
Small native-place of
rat, mouse (Yugarabul)
Maroochydore Red bills Muru - kutchi - dha
(black swans) Bill- red - place of
(Yugarabul)
Kulum (Gulum)
Short snake
Mullu
black snake
Waiam-ba
Stingray - place of
Kung - kaal - ba
Water - clean - place of
Notes
Mudjimba, Mujimba. - These two places have similar names
one being an island and the adjacent stretch of the Mainland to th~
north of the mouth of the Maroochy River, while the other is in
the Kandang~ R~nge. "Midjim" is the white, green-spotted berry
(Myrtus tenmfoha) beloved of the women of the tribe whilst
muyim (mu-im) is the swamp lily. The spelling used by th~ carto-
graphers seems to be a combination of the two. Then there is also
~agum, which mea.n~ "blue water lily" (nymphoea gigantea), and
IS probably the ongm of Andrew Petrie's version of the name
(Madumbah) for the island. The roots of the water lily were eaten
by t~e A.borigines, after leaching out of the poisonous secretions by
soakmg In water.
It is naive to suggest, as some people do, that "Mudjimba" means
"~ld woman". The Kabi word for "old woman" is "murun".
Klamba. - This name appears to be an abbreviation of "Keyam-
bian" which means "black cockatoo". Other words such as
budlarum (lightning) have abbreviated forms such as "budla"
"bulla", or "bolla". See also the note on "Weyba". '
Baroon Pocket, Borumba. - Vide John Mathew - Two Repre-
sentative Tribes of Queensland (page 230). "Burun" was a Kabi
word f?r a. fish called by !'1athew the minnow (probably the
mountaIn mInnow or Galaxws) which frequented the streams of
South Eastern Queensland. Present-day names for the fish are
common jollytail and eel-gudgeon.
Bli Bli. - This name is considered to be an abbreviation of "billai
billai" wh~ch means "swamp oak" (Casuaria glauca). The tree is
very plentiful along the banks of the Maroochy in the Bli Bli area.
There is .still a large. and ancient stand of swamp oaks on the
eastern SIde of the rIver at Bli Bli where it is crossed by the
Nambour-Mudjimba Road.
The water-logged branches of the swamp oak are the home of a
moll~s~ known to the settlers as cobra, but which the Kabi
AbongInes called kambo, and which they ate with relish. It was
probably the shipworm, Nausitora queenslandica.
A-FOOD
Ants King
Species of small black ant
Berries Midjim - ba
White,
Green-spotted - place of
berry bush
Birds Dhippi
Generic name for winged
creatures
Cockatoos Geyambian
Black cockatoo
Eels Yulu (Yudlu)
Eels
Fish Burun - (ba)
Kin Kin
(King King)
Mudjimba*n
Mujimba*n
Sippy
Eudlo
Kiamban s
Baroon
Pocketn s
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C-TREES, CONTACT WITH TIMBER-GETTERS
(i) TREES
Caloundra Beech Kalowen - dha
Beech - place of
Gympie Stinging tree Gimpi
Stinging tree (Laportea moriodes)
Cooloolah Cypress pine Kululu
Cypress pine
(li) CONTACT WITH TIMBER-GETTERS
Dundathu Dhan - dauwa - dhu
Place of - dead - trees
Dauwa-dhan
Dead (tree) - place of
Dhu - yungathin
Trees - swim
Kululu - yungathin
Cypress pine trees - swim
Native dog
Bark
(for warmth in
winter)
Dilly bags
Logs
Timber rafts
Didillibah
There is a place on Tamborine Mountain called Wyebu which
appears to be a corrupted word of the same derivation.
Anyone who visited Lake Weyba in the early decades of the
present century would have been amazed at the number of stingrays
there: these must have been easy targets for the spears of the
Aborigines.
Koongalba. - This was the Aboriginal name for the area near the
junction of the North and South Maroochy.
B - WEAPONS, IMPLEMENTS, CUSTOMS
Woombye Axe handles Wambai
Black myrtle tree used for making
axe handles
Nambur
Red-flowering ti-tree
Euringunderyn Rope vines
Spear heads
Signal fires
Nambourn
Cootharaban
Dulong
Maradan*n
(Meridan)
Girirangurn
Dilli -ba
Coarse grass used for making
bags - place of
Fight with clubs Kutdharro - ba
Club Fight with clubs - place of
Kutdhar-ba
Heavy club - place of
Mud, wet clay Dhilang
Mud, wet clay
Yurru - nga - gunda
Rope vine-and--cabbage palm
Gira-ngur
Fire -like
Mirri - dhan
Native dog - place of
Notes
Nambour. - The papery bark of the red-flowering ti-tree was
used by the Aborigines in olden times as a covering which pro-
vided warmth in winter. By the time the first settlers arrived possum
skin rugs had been substituted.
Cootharaba. - The word 'kutdhar' may refer to the timber in the
area, which was suitable for making clubs.
Euringundery. - The Aborigines used a vine (Flagellaria indica),
which they called 'yurru' and which they cut into lengths ten or
twelve feet long, for climbing trees quickly. The hard outer part of
the cabbage palm (Livingstona australis), which is prettily marked,
was used in making spear heads.
There is also the Kabi word 'ngundar', which means 'whip-snake'.
Girirangur. - Mrs M. Richardson, a daughter of Rheuben Probert,
an early settler in the Eudlo Creek area, stated29 that the Aborigines
gave the name 'Girirangur' to a hill in that area.
Maradan (Meridan). - There is, of course, a parish and town of
Meriden in Warwickshire, but there is no evidence of a derivation
from that name.
Cooloothinn s
Dunethimn s
Tewantin*
Coolabine, Cooloolabin. - One is tempted to believe that the
latter of these two names was derived from 'kululu', which means
cypress pine, but the variety likely to have grown in the habitat of
the Kabi tribe would be Callitris columellaris, the Coastal Sand
Cypress, which still grows in the Lake Cooloolah area, hence the
name.
We have the example of Coolabunia in the Burnett Valley,
which means 'sleeping native bear' from 'Kulla - a native bear'
and 'buani - sleeping'. It would appear, therefore, that both
'Coolabine' and 'Coolool:1bin', which are not in a cypress pine area,
are derived from Kulla - native bear and 'bin - place of'. It is
possible, of course, that the rarer Range cypress (Callitris
Macleayana) may have grown at one time in this area.
Perwillowen. - It is considered that this is one of the two 'bunya'
names - the other being Kureelpa - left by Aborigines from
Southern Queensland after their visits to this area during the
bunya season. It appears to be a corruption of the Yugumbir word
'wuluwuin' - a species of pigeon, and thus has the same derivation
as Wooloowin, a suburb of Brisbane.
Tom Petrie24 considered that Wooloowin should be spelt
'Kuluwin'. As the two initial letters 'k' would have been pro-
nounced 'qu', the word for 'pigeon' would be pronounced
'kwooloowin', which could easily have been corrupted by early
settlers to produce the present day pronunciation and spelling of
'Perwillowen' .
A suggestion has been received from a most respected source,
however, that 'Perwillowen' is derived from 'pirri' - 'wilima'.
'Pirri' means 'the hand' and 'wilima' is said to mean 'to swim'.
Perwillowen is said to mean - 'to swim breaststroke'. A search of
all available Aboriginal word books, however, shows that 'wilima'25
means, not 'to swim' but 'running water'. This would account for
the belief which was current in the early decades of the present
century that the name 'Wooloowin' was derived from an Aboriginal
word having that meaning.
It is felt that 'Wuluwuin' meaning 'a species of dove', is the more
likely meaning for both 'Wooloowin' and 'Perwillowen'.
Kureelpa. - This is the other 'bunya' name, its derivation being
analogous with that of Kurilpa, a Brisbane suburb.
Cooroy. - According to Watson26 this name is derived from
'kuri' meaning 'round'. However, the early spelling of the name was
Coorooey,27 (vide Section V) which inclines one to believe, contrary
to Watson's opinion, that the derivation is from 'kurui' - the
common opossum. Watson gave as his reason for rejecting 'kurui'
as the derivation his belief that the common opossum does not
frequent thick scrub, which was typical of the Cooroy area. Lucas
and Le Souef,28 however, give the haunts of this species as the
whole of Australia, with the exception of the Cape York
Peninsula.
Coolum. - The generally accepted derivation of this name is
'kulum' ('gulum'), meaning 'wanting', the reference being to the
lack of a peaked top to the mountain. The word 'kulum', however,
also means 'a short snake.'
Mooloolah. - The usually accepted derivation is from 'mullu'
which means 'black snake'. This would apply to the reaches of the
river rather than to its estuary. Note also the name 'Mooloo' in the
Gympie District, which has the same derivation.
An alternative belief is held in some quarters that the name is
derived from a word meaning 'snapper': however, a search of all
available word lists reveals no trace of such a derivation. There
would be more merit, it is considered, in believing the derivation to
be from 'mula', which means 'fishing net'; as mulula (or mooloola)
would mean 'many fishing nets'; whilst 'mullullu' (or moolloolloo)
would mean 'many black snakes'. In fact there were two spellings
of the name current in the Eighteen Sixties (Mooloolah and
Moolooloo) which are very similar to those of the two Aboriginal
expressions.
The name Mooloolaba is a comparatively recent invention.
Weyba. - An older spelling for this name was 'Wyeba', and it is
considered to be derived from an abbreviated form of the Yugumbir
word 'waiam', which can mean either 'flying squirrel' or 'stingray'.
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Dunethim.-Dunethim Rock was from 1867 onwards a well-known
rafting point. Early residents called it Dunethin rathe.r th.an Dune-
thim. Cooloothin is considered to have a similar denvatlOn.
Notes
Obi Obi. - The generally accepted derivation is from a noted
Aboriginal warrior of that name. However, another possible deri-
vation is from Ubi Ubi,30 an evil spirit, which is featured in
Aboriginal legend, and which was said to dwell in this area.
Notes
Coolum. - In Section A it was pointed out that the Kabi word
<kulum' also means a short snake. The general belief, however, is
that the mountain was so named owing to the fact that it is 'with-
out' or 'wanting' a peaked top. The latter derivation is more likely
to be correct, as the name was given to Andrew Petrie by the Mary
River Aborigines.
Cooroy. - Watson favoured the above derivation, but in Section A
it was shown that the early spelling (Coorooey) supported the
derivation from 'kurui' - the common opossum.
Gheerulla. - According to Mr W. Sims, a local resident,
<Gheerulla' means 'dry creek'. The only dialect which gives even an
approximation to this meaning is the Wakka 'kirar nulla' meaning
'empty creek', and Gheerulla may be a contraction of these two
words. It is possible that Aborigines of the Wakka tribe passed
through this area during their bread fruit excursions to the Coast.
Tewantin. - This name is considered to be a variation of
<Wantim(b)a', the Aboriginal name for the high ground at Noosa,
the prefix 'te' (ta, cha) replacing the more common suffix 'ba'. (Cf.
Tagigan, Takura, Chevallum, etc.) Watson, however, considers it
to be derived from Dauwa-dhan (See Category C [iiJ).
Chevallums
Wapa
Yan-dinna
Wappa
Yandinan
Kulangoor
IX. CONCLUSION
They lie in scattered graves - the early Maroochy settlers -
some on the banks of the Maroochy, some on the Headland, close
to where they laboured, a few in district burial grounds; and others
who left the district - their hopes unrealised - in distant parts
of the State.
What manner of men were they? They were of necessity more
inured to hardship than their counterparts of today. It was part of
their every day life to ride long distances, in search of new stands of
timber, in search of cattle for workers or killers; or to spend nights
in the open. Finding himself benighted, Pettigrew thought nothing,
for example, of sleeping in an Aboriginal gunyah: or, when unable
to obtain a horse, of walking from Maroochydore to Brisbane.
F - MISCELLANEOUS
Kalang-ngur Kalang - ngur
Good-like
Slow, gentle
Yan - dinna (Yugarabul)
Go (abbreviation) - on foot
Notes
Yandina. - This is considered to be one of the most puzzling of
the Maroochy District place names.
In the first place it is necessary to ascertain how the name came
to be given to the town of Yandina at all, when it was separated
from the site of Yandina Cattle Run (which was so named in 1853)
by the Ninderry Ranges: secondly, an attempt must be made to
explain its puzzling derivation.
The name Yandina was given to the post office on the Maroochy
River in July, 1868. As its first Postmaster, James Low, occupied a
depot at the head of navigation, opposite Dunethim Rock, in the
winter of that year, it is reasonable to assume that at first the post
office was situated at this depot on the south western corner of
Yandina Cattle Run, which gave the Post Office its name. When the
coach service was being established later in the year, Low removed
both the depot and the post office to positions above the South
Maroochy crossing. The place was called by him Maroochy (or
Maroochie), but the Post Office brought with it the name Yandina.
When a town was surveyed on the opposite side of the South
Maroochy in 1871, the Lands Department followed the Postal
Department in naming it Yandina. When the Telegraph Station was
established close to the Post Office in 1873 it also used the name
Yandina, although in the Votes and Proceedings of 1875 there is a
map of Queensland Telegraph Circuits which shows the name as
Maroochy. However, the name 'Yandina' forged ahead, and when
the railway station was built in 1891 this name was again chosen in
preference to Maroochy. The only survival in this area of the name
Maroochy was the Low family home, which was called Maroochy
House.
A solution having been reached of the problem how Yandina
came to be so called, although it was on the comer of Canando (not
Yandina) Cattle Run and was called Maroochie by the first white
settlers and Koongalba (or Koongaggil) by the Aborigines, it is now
necessary to attempt to explain its derivation, - viz, from the
Yugarabul 'Yan - dinna', meaning 'go on foot'. In view of the above
explanation of the naming of Yandina, the current belief that the
name referred to the old South Maroochy crossing is not correct.
Perhaps the Aboriginal expression 'Yan-dinna' was in some way
connected with the ancient bora rings and tribal ground at Yandina
Creek. Perhaps the presence in Kabi territory of this Yugarabul
expression, together with the names Tin Can (tindhin) and Weyba,
which are of Yugumbir origin, point to a great number of journey-
ings by southern Aborigines along the coastal route. The discovery
of a large number of implements in this area which were made from
a type of stone not found in the neighbourhood indicates perhaps
that the tribal ground at Yandina Creek was an important meeting
place, and the name 'Yan-dina' may have originated from
journeyings of tribes and tribal groups to this place, or from
certain proceedings which took place there.
Tall
Round
Kirar (Wakka) - Nulla (Wakka)
Creek - empty (i.e. dry).
Kundi-nga
Fork - consisting of
Shade
Budla-ba
Pudla
Lightning - place of
Te (Ta) - wantim
Place - rising or climbing up
D - PERSONAL NAMES
Cambroon A local Aboriginal
Ngumundi An Aboriginal of the Kabi tribe
who assisted Lieut. Otter's
1836 expedition for the
rescue of the survivors of the
w r e eke d ship "Stirling
Castle". Same as Petrie's
'E u m u n d y', Bracefell's
adopted "father".
Obi Obi Noted Aboriginal warrior.
Te-wantim
Kundi-nga
Nguthuru
Pudla-ba
Gulum
Kulum
Guran
Kuran
Kuri
Kirar - nulla
E - STRIKING PHYSICAL FEATURES,
NATURAL PHENOMENA
Cha - balan Cha - balan
place - flat
Wanting, without, blunt
Noosa
Puddlibah
Kandanga
Coolum*n
Cooran
Cooroy*n
Gheerullan
Tewantin*n s
Obi Obin
Cambroon
Eumundi
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until 1884. Pettigrew, however, realising with alarm the great in-
roads which the demand for timber had already made on the
resources - especially the cedar resources - of Southern Queens-
land, frequently urged the necessity of planting trees to assist in
balancing these timber losses. It is interesting to note, however
that all attempts to plant cedar failed until recent years, as it wa~
not found possible to reproduce the natural conditions, - i.e., the
thick protective growth of scrub and vines, under which the young
trees originally flourished.
Low and Grigor, the Skyrings, Lander and the Westaways
Carroll and Richard Jones, Maddock and the Chambers brothers'
Kinmond and Wilson, Cogill and Clark and the rest of them: som~
left behind a heritage, others a name on a map, while of others
there is nothing left to mark their passing. The hardships suffered
by these men and their families, the sweat, the labour, the lost
graves, were they after all worthwhile?
A journey in the wake of the early raftsmen along Maroochy's
valleys, where may be seen the realisation of Pettigrew's and Clark's
visions of waving seas of sugar cane; or a visit to her thriving towns
and flourishing seaside resorts - the latter, rising from where the
huts of the cedar-getters once stood, a splendent reality to John F.
Buckland's dream of a century ago: therein lies the answer.
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A few of the early settlers, such as Pettigrew, Clark, and Low
were well educated by the standards of the day. But there were no
schools in the area until the late Seventies, the first school in the
present day Maroochy Shire having been established at Buderim 10
1875. For a decade or two after the arrival of the first settlers,
therefore, there was a definite decline in cultural and educational
standards; and in some cases, due to their isolation, the settlers'
children did not learn to read or write.
The lack of parochialism of those far-off days was well evidenced
by the distances which the early settlers in the Mooloolah, Buderim,
Eudlo Creek, and Maroochydore areas - families as far apart as
the Westaways, the Rungerts, and the Chambers - were prepared
to travel in order to establish the first school at Buderim.
Of the early cattlemen, Lander, it will be recollected, selected
land at Mooloolah under the Crown Lands Alienation Act. He lies
in an unmarked grave in the old Mooloolah (now Glenview)
Cemetery, leaving behind him a legend of a peerless horseman.
Descendants of both William and Richard Westaway, who also
selected land under the 1868 Act, are still grazing cattle success-
fully at Meridan Plains, south of Mooloolah.
Zacharias Skyring, who was in Maryborough when Nash dis-
covered gold at Gympie. reached the field within three days of the
discovery. He worked three claims, and also engaged in building
activities in Gympie, erecting many houses in the rapidly growing
town. In addition he selected land under the 1868 Act and
succeeding Land Acts from 1869 onwards in the Parishes of King,
Widgee, and Glastonbury. His homestead was at Mumbeanna, near
Mooloo, where he rafted timber down the Mary River to Mary-
borough.
Daniel Skyring returned to his old Tuchekoi -haunts in 1869,
and selected several blocks in that Parish, his homestead being at
Bellwood, on Skyring's Creek.
Descendants of Zacharias and Daniel Skyring are still farming at
Mumbeanna and Bellwood respectively. The family of Daniel Budd
Skyring has continued to flourish, and today there are many
descendants in the Brisbane, Gympie, and Bundaberg districts.
Most of the other cattlemen, however, are shadowy figures; and
the big scrubs swallowed up almost all that they left behind.
Memories of them retained by the oldest inhabitants had faded by
the early Nineteen Twenties.
It was the timber - getters who, during a difficult era, broke
through to the kernel of the problem and, coming to terms with
their environment, acted as path-finders to the wave of settlement
that followed the passing of the Land Acts. Besides felling and
drawing away the trees for buildings and furniture for the young
Colony, they grew cane, vines, and fruit trees at the tiny settlement
at Mooloolah,31 and these small trial crops foreshadowed successful
cultivation in more suitable areas;-at the mouth of Petrie's Creek,
at Buderim, at 'Maroochie', at Mooloolah, at Nambour, and finally
throughout the District. Continuing the early activities of Lander
and the Westaways, they also grazed cattle, and anticipated the
advent in the district of the grazing farmer who was created by the
1868 Crown Lands Alienation Act.
T!Iey did not find wealth, most of these early Maroochy selectors.
PettIgrew, the surveyor, the "agriculturist", the mill-owner - their
employer and adviser, was eventually ruined by floods and low
prices; and thus Dr Simpson's gloomy 185232 prophecy was ful-
fill~d. !'1arkets for their cane an.d other agricultural produce, for
theIr dairy products, and for theIr cattle, were distant and unreli-
able. In a few cases they sold the lands which they had accumulated
and left the district. A few of the biggest land-holders were able to
send at least some of their children to Brisbane to be educated.
Although fish and ~am~ wen~ plentiful, the food eaten by the
early se~tl~r.s was lackll~g 10 ~anety, and methods of preserving it
were pnmitIve. Abdommal dIseases were therefore rife and were
to give Pettigrew himself some anxious moments, and ~ncompass
James Low'.s death iJ?- ~ 883 at the early age of fifty-five years.
!n the. EIghteen SIxtIes there was no such thing as reaffores-
tatIon;-mdeed, the word was not used in its modern connotation
* * * *
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